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 If NOT following rules appeals to you, then abstract or surreal photography 
may be your genres. Compositional equilibrium and textbook rules of 
photography don’t necessarily apply, nor does focus. Freedom of technique 
is encouraged! 

 A small percentage of people naturally see things in nonrepresentational 
forms, however, for the majority it takes a well trained eye to make an 
avant-garde image while out in the field or in a studio. The reason being, 
the human brain must secure different pathways to access the cognitive 
and emotional aspects of something that isn’t concrete. Unusual 
juxtaposition of objects, out of focus details or lack of details, can cause a 
dissonance. The purpose of these art forms is to stimulate the imagination   
and is often referred to as nonobjective art. It is the opposite of figurative 
art, it deviates from enabling the viewer to discern an object or person in 
the composition in a recognizable manner. The movement is to create 
images that are far flung from reality and may be off the deep end. It is 
totally acceptable to escape from reality for both the creator and the viewer. 
Seeing in the same manner as a young child or delving into one’s 
subconscious imagination can be advantageous. Psychologically, abstract 
and surreal compositions can initiate various emotional responses, the 
reactions are subject to each individual’s interpretation.  

with a historic timeline with a historic timeline  

 Often abstract art is assumed to be anything that is depicted  
unrealistically. In the art world, specific periods of art history evolved, and 
abstract became tagged as Abstract Expressionism. In these eras, artists 
displayed certain characteristics with varying degrees of abstraction. These 
unique “movements”or styles coincided with a timeline. The Surreal Style 
began before Abstract Expressionism, and was followed by Pop Art. There 
are members of the visual arts, sculptors, including photographers, whose 
work demonstrated the characteristics which developed during the eras. 
The Surreal Era, approx.1924-1945, art was described as dreamlike, often 
created with distorted shapes, or containing unusual juxtapositions of 
subject matter. Art severed from rational thought. The Abstract 
Expressionism Era, approx.,1945-1960, clearly exemplified art that had an 



absence of recognizable objects. It was all about colors, lines and textures. 
Although, artwork from these periods could tax the imagination and seem 
unworldly, they had an underlying meaning and often served as strong 
personal and emotional statements during social or wartime upheavals. 
They weren’t simply bizarre mindless creations. It is important to realize 
that during these times, it was the intension for artists to depict in their work 
what they felt emotionally rather than what was seen in reality. Often, the 
installations created by Picasso, or Pollock were very large in scale, to 
intensify the outpouring of their thoughts. ( See the Zoom lecture which 
shows examples of artists from these periods.)  

 In contemporary photography, there are methods of making abstracts and 
surreal imagery: those captured in camera, and those enhanced via 
software. Either way enforces photography as a powerful medium in the 
arts and opens up the door to innovative thinking. 

 For the open-minded photographer, there are various ways to create out of 
the ordinary images. Long exposures, long exposures with intentional 
camera movement, zoom blurs, multiple exposures, and image overlays 
can lend a very effective boost to originality. Caution: some of these 
techniques become very addicting! Simply photographing out of focus 
tends to be something to experiment with. However, there must be an 
intention or sentiment that the artist wants the viewer to grasp. Also, the 
scene can be distorted by photographing through wax paper, bubble wrap, 
different types of glass, or an ice covered window. Shooting through objects 
in front of the compositional subject to create out of focus details can yield 
interesting effects. Seeking out and using shadows add mystery and 
emotion. Limiting composition to a minimalistic approach and looking for 
reflections, strong geometrics, unusual lines, and repetitive patterns are 
things to keep in mind while searching for the compositional content. A 
monochromatic approach can work as well. Studying the subject matter 
with deep concentration and a heightened sensitivity before attempting to 
make the image should be the approach. 

 It is easy to categorize previously made images into folder that look rather 
abstract, and label them as such. Think of whether they have meaning or 
are they just visually pleasing. While in the field or even in your home 
intentionally making these types of images can be more challenging than 
anticipated. Try this SIP (self imposed project), sit in a chair, keep in the 



mind characteristics of either the surreal or abstract movement, use a cell 
phone camera and work with only what is in reach. See how creative you 
can be.  

“WE ARE ALL MAKING PICTURES, WHETHER WE USE A CAMERA OR NOT,, OUR 
EYES VISUALIZE REALITY, OUR MINDS IMAGINE WHAT EXISTS MENTALLY, IT IS 
PERFECTLY FINE TO LET ABSTRACTS/ SURREALS PUSH REALITY AND ALLOW 
THE SUBCONSCIOUS TO DOMINATE.”  
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